
them. What wares were made and where were they sold? Was there a

link with Lancaster's American trade? Again we should like to

know something of the raw materiats and also of the whereabouts of

the was te produc ta'

I would

light on any

~n generat

lIuseum Notes

be very pteaaed to hear from anyone who can throw

of these prob~ems or on the history of the Pottery

by A.J. White

1) The Quernmore Boat Burial

On Saturday, 17th of March, 1973, a mechanical excavator

working on the site of the new car park at Jubilee Tower,

Quernmore, uncovered an almost complete dug-out canoe, together

with a number of broken timbers and a large piece of fabric.

The Museum was informed by a very public-spirited passer-by and

at once the work was begun of photographing the boat before

removing it to the Museum for first;"aid. It was no longer ~n

situ, 'having been moved from the path of the excavator for

safety, but it was possible to reconstruct its arrangement from

the evidence of the site and from the description of the

excavator driver

The site lies on the edge of Bowland Forest, at;SD 54235735,

close to Jubilee Tower, and about 950 feet above s~a level.- To

the west the land falls fairly steeply, while to the east is the

marshy rivulet of the Worm Syke and the long rise to Clougha

and Ward's stone. The nearest sizable area of water is at

least two miles away, at Abbeystead, which would suggest that

the boat had not been deposited accidentally by sirikingin a

tarn, but had been brought deliberately to this site for some

purpose. The who~e site had been covered in approximately 18

inches of peat which was stripped back to the clay some days

before the discovery. It became apparent that a second canoe

had been close to the first, and had probably been smashed in

the peat clearance. However, over three quarters of it

survived in fragments which could be pieced together to obtain

some idea of its size and shape 19



No cairn or barrow structure was detected. The lower boat

had lain in a slot in the clay, and the relationship of the

whole assemblage to the peat was obscure. No grave-goods were

found, other than the fabric shroud, so that no clear date for
I

the burial exists. Some doubt has been expressed whether the
,

wool of the shroud could be older than the Middle Ages.

However, in view of the unlikelihood of a single b~rial in

unconsecrated ground at such a date and the excellent parallels

for jUst such burials in log coffins, often distinctly boat

shaped (probably for ritual reasons) in the early aronze Age

(c. 1600 - 1400 BC), the latter date would seem more reasonable.

Until a carbon-14 dating can be obtained the question must
remain open

When the site had bee~ thoroughly examined for further

traces of boat or structures by members of the Archaeological

Society and the County Archaeologist~ and samples of the peat

and :clay taken, the boats and fabric could be 'excavated'

also. This led to the highly significant discovery that the

boats had been used as a coffin. and the fabric as a shroud.

Large quantities of human hair and several finger and toe nails

were found adhering to the fabric, but the bones and teeth had

entirely di8appeared~ due to the chemical composition of the

soil. The boats were each 7 feet 9 inches long and 1 foot

7 inches wide, sufficiently large to contain an extended

inhumation. The fabric was over 5 feet square. One corner had

been cut off, apparently to cover the feet, while the remaining

portion had lain diagonally in the lower boat~ and the creases

were still clearly marked. The second.boat had probably been

used as a lid and owed its worse condition to penetration by

roots and final disintegration to the effect of being bulldozed

in the peat

The boats, fabric and associated material have been very

kindly given to the Museum by Lady Sefton, on whose property

they were found, and are now undergoing expert conservation

~eatment at Liverpool and Nanchester. A number of experts

have given their services on different aspects of the find, and

it is hoped to publish at least an interim account when the

various reports have been received and collated

20
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2) The China street Excavation

During the early months of this year contractors for the

Post Office were engaged in digging a trench from the junction

of Windy Hill with King street to.a point just beyond the

Church street / Bridge Lane corner. The progress of the work

was watched in the hope of finding archaeological material and

buried structural remains, but very little was actually found,

probably due to the frequent disturbance of the underlying

strata and the fact that many 19th century cellars projected

well beyond the modern building line (China Street was

origirwlly only 8 feet wide and was opened out in two or three

stages)

An 18th century well was discovered in Windy Hill, complete

with its lead drawpipe and wooden end-piece, preserved in the

wet sedi~ent at the bottom, and in King street a meat hook was

found in a later cellar. In China street a well preserved

coin of Faustina the Younger, wife of Narcus Aurelius (c. 146 

175 AD), reverse 'PUDICITIA', was discovered outside Grubb's

premises, but unfortunately the finder would not part with it.

The main find of Roman material came from the northern extremity

of the trench; the rim of a small flanged bowl with a 'slashed'

decoration in a fabric similar to Quernmore ware from outside

the Black Bull and a number of pieces of Antonine samian and

3rd century colour-coated wares together with a sherd of

gritty buff medieval pottery from outside the old County Club

(the 'Dr. Wilson's house' of the 1776 discoveries). Also

outside the Black Bull traces of Roman tiles, perhaps forming

a floor, were visible in the sides of the trench, which would

agree with the description given by Alice Johnson in the LCAS

transactions for 1909
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